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It is an essential principle employed in this paper that properties of a

group which has only a multiplication can be studied in a ring which has both

additive and multiplicative operations. We also achieve, to a certain extent,

a unified theory to explain some facts concerning finitely generated groups

which are contained in the works of J. W. Alexander, W. Magnus, K. Reide-

meister, and R. H. Fox.

A group may be defined by generators and relations; i.e., it may be taken

as a factor group F/R, where R is a normal subgroup of a free group F.

H. Hopf [5] has shown that [F, F]/[F, R] is invariantly defined for F/R;

to be explicit, F/R^F'/R' implies [F, F]/[F, R]^[F', F']/[F', R']. After
some preliminaries about group rings in §1, we proceed to establish a theory

of presentations of groups and to generalize the above mentioned factor group

in §3. A family of invariantly defined quotient rings are obtained from the

group ring of JF of F over J. In §5, we extract invariants from these quotient

rings by mapping each of them homomorphically into another ring of a suit-

able structure. The homomorphisms we use for this purpose are those in-

duced by a homomorphism of JF into a noncommutative formal power series

ring due to Magnus.

A family of groups under our consideration for equivalence by iso-

morphism often have some common properties. For example, in the family of

knot groups, each group made abelian is infinite cyclic. Therefore stronger

invariants may be expected. Having this in mind, we develop the 2?-presenra-

tion theory in §6. In order to derive invariants from the invariantly defined

quotient rings just mentioned, Fox free differentiation becomes our main

tool. Invariants resembling Alexander polynomials are produced; the com-

putation for these invariants bears close relation with the Jacobian matrix

theory in [4].

§4 is mainly concerned with properties of noncommutative formal power

series rings.

The following notations will be universal in this paper:

For elements «i, Ui, • • • of a group, [ui, Ui] = UiUiUl~1U21, and

[mi, • • • , upJ,i\= [[ui, • ■ • , Up], Mp+i], p^2. Let A and B be subgroups of
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a group. Then p4, i>] denotes the group generated by all [a, b], aEA, bEB.

For any group G, Gi = G, - ■ ■ , Gp+i= [Gp, G], ■ ■ ■ .

For elements Ui, i/2, • • • of a ring, [U\, Ui] = UiUi— UiUi, and

[Ui, • • • , Up+i]=[[Ui, ■ ■ ■ , Up], Up+i],p^2.
Free groups considered in this paper will be finitely generated.

The author is indebted to R. Baer and J. L. Koszul for valuable sugges-

tions.

1. Group rings. Let G he a multiplicative group, and / a ring with unit

element 1. The group ring JG of G over / consists of the totality of finite

formal sums ZA*M<> uiEG, X¿£J. The addition in JG is formal, and the

multiplication is given by ( ZA»'M¿)( Zm^j) = Z».j CKíPj)ÍUíVj). Identify l-u
and u, uEG. Then G is contained in JG, and the identity e of G is the unit

element of JG. Furthermore, identify \e and X, \EJ', in particular, 1 e = e= 1.

Then JEJG, and JG is an algebra over J.

Letp: G—>C be any homomorphism of the group G into another group G'.

Then p can be extended by linearity to a ring homomorphism p: JG—+JG'

with p(X) =X, \EJ- The extended homomorphism is also denoted by p, when

there is no possible confusion.

The group ring of the trivial group \e) consisting of the identity element

only is the ring J. The ring homomorphism o: JG — J extended from the

trivial homomorphism G—>{e) is called the coefficient homomorphism of JG.

For any ^\{UiEJG, oi~^Kiul)= Z^<- The kernel of o is called the funda-

mental ideal of JG and is generated by all u — 1, uEG. If G has a set of

generators {xi),iEP, then o can be regarded also as the ideal generated by

allxi-1, iEP-
Let if be a subgroup of G, and N a normal subgroup of M. Denote by

(A7— l)M the ideal of the ring JMEJG generated by all u — 1, uEN.

Lemma 1. Let M and M' be subgroups of G and G' respectively, and N and

N' normal subgroups of M and M' respectively, while o~i and <r2 are homo-

morphisms of G into G' with (TiiM)EM', ffiiN)EN', i=l, 2. If ai and cr2 in-

duce the same homomorphism M/N—*M'/N', then the extended homomorphisms

o,: JG^JG', i'=l, 2, induce the same homomorphism JM/ÍN—1)m

—*JM'/iN'—l)M'- This implies aiiu)=o-iiu) mod iN'—l)M'for any uEJM.

Proof. First it is clear that OiiJM)EJM' and <TiHN-l)M)

EiN' —1)m', i=l, 2. Let u= ZA¿M¿ be any element of JM. For each i,

criiUi)=<T2ÍUi) mod N'. There exists hiEN' with oiiui) =oiiui)hi = (Jiiul)ihi—l)

+<Tiiui)=o-iiui) mod iN'—l)M>. Hence oiiu)^oiiu) mod (A77 — l)w, and the

lemma is proved.

2. A lemma.

Lemma 2. Let 9îi, 9c/. , 9?2, IRi be rings, and <p, </>', <r<, ?,-, i= 1, 2, ring homo-

morphisms as given in the following diagram
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SRi -> 9ci

<p \, l $
(Ti ,

9Î2   -»   9Í2

where (p is onto, and 4>'oi = d4>, i=l, 2. Let 9îi, 9îi', 9Î2, W ¿e ideals in Su, 9îi',

3t2, 9t2, respectively, such that ¿(SK^C^, <?'(%')C9Î2, <r<(9ti)C9ïi , ffi(9î2)

C9Î2', *'~1, 2. 7/ o-! a«¿ (T2 induce the same homomorphism 9ci/9ci—>9ci/3ci,

/Äe« ai and ai will induce the same homomorphism 'ORi/'Uli—>^Rí /^lí.

Proof. By the hypothesis of the lemma, aiiu) = (72(«) mod SSIÍ, w£3ci.

Every element of 9Î2 has the form </>(«), w£9îi. Then <ti<£(w) =(j>'oiiu) =<p'o-2(w)

mod yii =ötfpiu) mod %'. Hence the lemma is proved.

Corollary. The lemma also holds if the words "ring" and "ideal" are

replaced by "group" and "normal subgroup" respectively.

3. Presentations. A group presented by generators and relations may be

regarded as a factor group F/R of a free group F. We shall consider necessary

conditions, in terms of invariants, that two such groups F/R and F'/R' are

isomorphic. The following lemma is well known and is basic to our theory.

Lemma 3. Given a homomorphism p: F/R—^F'/R', there exists a homo-

morphism a: F—*F', aiR)ER', such that a induces p; i.e., piuR)=oiu)R',

uEF.

Proof. Let Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm he the free generators of F. Choose an element u{

from each coset p(x¿7?). Define a: F—+F' by (r(xj)=«/, i—l, ■ • ■ , m. Since

F is free, this construction is possible. Then, for any v = x% ■ ■ ■ xfkEF,

oiv)=u'£ ■ ■ ■ u['kk belongs to the coset pivR). Hence a has p as its induced

homomorphism.

Let R he a normal subgroup in a free group F. The pair {F/R ) is called

a presentation. By a presentation homomorphism

o-.{F/R)-*{F'/R'}

we mean a homomorphism a: F^>F' with oiR)ER'- Two such maps

a: {F/R} ->{F'/R} and r: {F/R} ->{F'/R'} are said to be equivalent if a

and r induce the same homomorphism F'/'R—*F'/'R''; i.e., o-(w)=t(m) mod R',

uEF.
A map a is said to be a presentation isomorphism : a: {F/R ) — {F'/R' ),

if cr induces an isomorphism-onto F/R~F'/R'.

An algebraic invariant F is defined as follows:

(1) V=ViF, R) is a function of {F/R}, and each F(F, R) is a ring

(or group).

(2) Each   presentation   homomorphism   a:    {F/R) —*{F'/R')    defines
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uniquely a ring (or group) homomorphism a*: F(F, R)—>ViF', R'), called

the associated homomorphism of cr.

(3) If <r and r are equivalent, then o*=t*.

(4) For en: {F/R}-»{F'/R'} and er2: {F'/R')->{F"/R") , we have

(<r2(Ti)*= ofo-i*.

(5) If a: {F/R) = {F/R} is the identity isomorphism, i.e., o-(«)=w,

uEF, then a-*: F(F, i?)= F(77, 2?) is the identity ring (or group) isomorphism.

Theorem 1. Let V be an algebraic invariant. Then F/R~F'/R' implies

ViF,R)£*ViF',R').

Proof. Let a: {F/R} — { F'/R'} he a presentation isomorphism, and

p: F/R=F'/R', the homomorphism induced by cr. There is a presentation

isomorphism t: {F'/R'} Ö {F/R} such that r induces p~\ Then to: ¡F/R)

= {F/R) induces the identity isomorphism F/R=F/R. Similarly or induces

the identity isomorphism F'/R'=F'/R'. For the associated homomorphisms,

we have (To-)* = r*o-* = 1 and (or)* = o-*r* = 1. Hence <r*: ViF, i?)^F(F', R')

is an isomorphism-onto.

A factor-group invariant M/N is an algebraic invariant defined as

follows :

(1) Each MiF, R) is a subgroup of F, and each NiF, R) is a normal sub-

group of MiF, R).

(2) For any o": {F/R}-»{F'/R'}, we have <r(Jlf(F, R))EMiF', R') and

o-iNiF, R))ENiF', R'). The induced homomorphism a*: MiF, R)/NiF, R)

—>MiF', R')/NiF', R') is the associated homomorphism of a with respect to

the invariant M/N.

The following are a few examples of factor group invariants: (1) F/R;

(2) [F, F]/[F, R]; (3) Rn[F, F]/[F, R); (4) F/FPR; (5) Fp/Fpi\R. (1) is
obviously a factor group invariant. It follows easily from a result in [5 ] that

(2) and (3) are factor group invariants. Let G = F/R. Then G/GP^F/FP-R

and Gp=Fp/Fpr\R. It will not be hard to verify that (4) and (5) are also

factor group invariants.

A quotient ring invariant 9Jc/9x is an algebraic invariant defined as

follows:

(1) Each 2)?(F, R) is a subring of JF, and each ^(F, R) is an ideal of

2»(F, R).
(2) Let <r: JF-^JF' he extended from cr: { F/R ) -> { F'/R' ). Then

o-(jDc(F, i?))Carf(F', F') and (r(9x(F, F))C9ic(F', F'), and the induced homo-

morphism a*: WliF, F)/9c(F, i?)-+9Jc(F', i?')/3í(F', F') is the associated

homomorphism of a with respect to the invariant SOî/ïïc.

An invariant ideal / of a free group ring JF is defined as follows:

(1) I = IiJF) is an ideal of JF and is a function of JF.

(2) For any a: JF^JF' extended from a: F—>F', we have <r(/(/F))

EHJF').
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Let Ii and 72 be invariant ideals, and SJÎ/ïïc a quotient ring invariant.

Then (5rJcnJi + /2)/(9în/1 + /2) is called the (/,, J2)-filtration of W/Il.

Lemma 4. The (7i, 1r2)-filtration of Wl/W is also a quotient ring invariant.

Proof. Let a: {F/R} —>{F'/R'} be any presentation homomorphism, and

let r he equivalent to a. Each element of 9W(F, R)iM1iJF)+ItiJF) is of the

form u+v, uEWliF, R)r\IiiJF), vEhiJF). Since 5DÎ/9Î is a quotient ring
invariant, o-(m)—t(m)=0 mod 9Î(F', R'). On the other hand o-(m)—r(«)

= 0 mod hiJF'). Thus o-(m)—t(m)=0 mod Üc(F', R')iMiiJF') and o-(m+i;)

■t(»+») mod 9í(F', R')ÍMiiJF')+ItiJF'). It is easy to verify that the

other conditions in the definition of a quotient ring invariant are also satisfied

by i$!ir\Ii+Ii)/iyir\Ii + Ii). Hence the lemma is proved.

The following is a direct consequence of Lemma 1 :

Theorem 2. Let M/N be a factor group invariant. Then JM/iN—l)M is a

quotient ring invariant.

A part of the conceptions in this section may be found in the works of

Baer [2]. The definition of an algebraic invariant is extremely close to that

of a functor due to Eilenberg and MacLane [3]. Since a presentation iso-

morphism does not necessarily possess an inverse, the equivalence (by iso-

morphism) of presentations does not agree with the equivalence in the sense

as given in [3]. We are thus unable to avoid using the notion of algebraic

invariants in spite of some repetition.

4. Formal power series. Vet J he a ring with unit element 1, and let

Xi, ■ ■ • , Xm he noncommutative indeterminates. Denote by %p the totality

of forms Ziá¿i.---.iPSm ßh-ipX^ ■ • Xip, pll.--.p6-7. ftp is a vector space over

J, and, in particular, %o = J- For ap= 2~2ßh--iP ^h ' ' 'XípEi$p and bq

■ Z^p+i — ip+^ip+i • • • Xip+<¡ G 5«, define

Thus the direct sum (in the strong sense)

A = AiXi, ■ ■ ■ , Xm; J) - g» + gi + • • • 4- %p + • • •

forms a ring with unit element 1. Each element of A is of the form Z"=o ap>

apE$p, and the multiplication is defined as follows:

oo        p

Z <V Z °v = Z Z aibp-i, ap, bp E o>

A is called the (noncommutative formal) power series ring with indetermi-

nates A'i, • • -, Xm over /.

The set C^^i+o^-f- • • • forms an ideal in A and is called the funda-

mental ideal of A. It is easy to verify that £)p = 0::î>+uVh+ ' * " • Define

£)°=A.
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If a= Zap with a = l mod ¡0, i.e. aa=l, then a~l exists. In fact, let

b= Z^p De such that

(1) 0o = l, oi= —«i;

(2) 0P= — (ai0„_i+a20p_2+ • • • +apb0), p^2.

Then ab = l.

Let A' be another power series ring with indeterminates Fi, • • • , F„

over /, and O' the fundamental ideal of A'. A substitution <r: A—>A' is a ring

homomorphism defined as follows:

(a) c(p)=p, pEJ-

(b) ¿iXi) = 0 mod £>', »•!, • « » , nt.

(c) Let a= Z¿°-o aP, aPE^P- Then each <j(ûp) =o4i')+az>+i + • • ■ is well

defined through â(Xi). Define ¿(a) = Z¿°=o ( Z?-o af)- ft is not hard to
verify that à is a ring homomorphism, and (r(Dp)EO'p-

If <t: A—»A' and f : A'—>A" are substitutions, so is fâ: A—>A".

There is one and only one substitution à: A—*A' with preassigned â(Xi)

GO', »-1, • • • , m.
An invariant ideal 3 of a power series ring A over J is defined as follows:

(1) 3 = 3(A) is an ideal of A and is a function of A.

(2) For any substitution à : A—»A', we have <t(3(A)) C3(A').

5. Application of Magnus homomorphism in the presentation theory. To

every free group F with free generators x\, ■ ■ • , xm, we associate a power

series ring A=A(ATi, • • • , Xm; J). Define a homomorphism 0: JF—>A such

that(f>iXi) = l+Xi,i=l, ■ ■ ■ , m, and <p(k) —\,\EJ- The homomorphism 0 is

called the Magnus homomorphism of JF. It is clear that </>(x(_1) = 1 — Xt

+X2— ■ ■ ■ . The Magnus homomorphism </> is linear if we regard JF and A

as algebras over J\

Let u, vEF such that (p(u) = l + U mod £)p+1, 4>(v) = l + V mod Oq+1.

Then (¡>([u, v]) = l + [U, V] mod £>+«+1. It follows easily from this con-

gruence identity that

*([**.. • • • - *d) - 1 + [X*v ■ ■ ■ < x<p] modOp+1.

The homomorphism (p is due to Magnus [7]. His original definition is con-

fined to the case when J is the ring of all integers. However, the generaliza-

tion to any ring / with unit element is a trivial matter. It is known that <p

maps the free group F univalently into A. Witt has proved [9] that, for any

uEF, (p(u) = l mod Dp if and only if u belongs to the pth lower central

commutator subgroup Fp of F.

Let F' he another free group with free generators yi, • • • , yn, and

(p'\ ¿F'—>A'=A(Fi, ■ ■ - , Yn; J) the Magnus homomorphism.

For any homomorphism a: JF^JF' extended from a: F—>F', define a

substitution a: A—»A' such that c(X,) =(p'o-(xi) — 1, i=l, ■ ■ ■ , m. Such a

substitution ä exists and is unique, â is said to be induced by cr. It is clear that

a(p=(p'o. The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.
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Theorem 3. Let W/SSl be a quotient ring invariant. Then 0(9)c)/0(9î) is an

algebraic invariant, and, for each presentation homomorphism a: [F/R)

—» {F'/R' ), the associated homomorphism with respect to the invariant

0(9Jc)/0(9ic) is induced by the substitution à: A—»A'.

Corollary 1. If M/N is a factor group invariant, then (p(JM)/(p((N— l)M)

is an algebraic invariant.

Corollary 2. If Si and 32 are invariant ideals, then the (3h, %)-filtration

of </>(9)c)/</)(9ic) is also an algebraic invariant.

The proof of this corollary is essentially the same of that as Lemma 4.

Example 1. Let G = F/R he a finitely generated group. Any auto-

morphism of G may be given through a presentation isomorphism o-: {F/R}

— {F/R}. (p(JF)/(p((R — 1)f) is an algebraic invariant, and so is its

(£>, £)p+1)-ñltration(f>iJF)nOp+D''+1/4>i(R-l)p)^Op+£)p+1. Since 0(/F)
contains the vector space ftp of all forms of degree p for any p^O, we have

(p(JF)r^Op+Dp+1 = Dp. The homomorphism a induces a substitution

a: A—>A with â(Xi) m 2~^a^i mod O2. According to the proof of Theorem 1,

à induces an automorphism of Op/<p((R — 1)f)^£)p+Op+1, which implies

that ä maps (p((R-l)F)r\Dp+Op+1 into itself. On the other hand, â(Dp+1)

COp+1. Consequently â induces an endomorphism 5 of Op/£)p+1, which maps

(¡>((R-l)F)r\Op+£)p+1/£)p+1 into itself.  For any ap= Tjiil...ipXii ■ ■ -Xip,
o(ap+!Op+1) = Hap)+iOp+l= £*»..+ (T^M • ■ •( XXy*i)+Op+l- The
additive group of £)p/£)p+1 may be identified with %p by the correspondence

%p+£)p+1^>ap, and (f>iiR-l)F)f^£)p+Dp+1/Dp+1 may be regarded as a sub-

space dip of the vector space %p. Thus we have

?(flp) = E^...¿22x*,A) • • • (Zhä),

and a acts as a multilinear mapping of %p into itself. Moreover

î(9îp)C9tp, and <? induces an automorphism of j5P/9ip. This is a general-

ization of a result due to Magnus, who considered the case with the fol-

lowing conditions: (a) G/[G, G] is free abelian of rank m; (h) F has exactly

m generators; (c) p is the largest integer such that REFP; (à) J is the ring of

all integers.

Example 2. Let G he a group defined by two generators X\, x2 and a rela-

tion r— [xi, Xi, Xi, Xi] = l, and let G' he a group defined by two generators

yi, y2 and a relation r'— [yu y2, yi, y2] = l. We shall show that G and G' are

not isomorphic.

Suppose G~G'. Let F be the free group with free generators X\, x2, and R

the normal subgroup generated by r. Let F' be the free group with free

generators yx, y2, and R' the normal subgroup generated by r'. There is a

presentation isomorphism a : {F/R} S {F'/R'}. Let (j> : JF-+A and 4>' : ¿F'—>A'

be Magnus homomorphisms.
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For any   [F/R]  with FC[F, F], the factor group invariant

[F,F]nR/[F,R]

becomes R/[F, R], In the cases of G and G', we have FCF4, F'CF/,. Thus

(o4 n we) + o5)/(04 n <)>(( [R, f] - i)r) + o5)

SÉ (O'4 n 0'(/F') 4- 0'5)/(0'4 H 0'(([F', F'] - 1)B.) + O"),

and this isomorphism is induced by a substitution <r: A—»A'. We take as /

the ring of all integers.

Since [F,R]EFb, we have</>(([F, F] - 1)B) CO6, and, similarly,

(b'(([F', R']- 1WCO'5.

It follows that

o4 n ¿(JR.) + ovo6 sé o'4 r\ <t>'(JR') + o'5/o'5.

Now(p(ara~l)=(p(r) = l+[Xi, X2, Xu Xi] mod O6, aEF, and, for any uER,

<p(u) = l+n[Xu Xi, Xi, Xi] mod O6, pEJ- Consequently 04rV>(/F)+06/06

consists of all p[Xu X2, Xu Xi]+Sy, pEJ- Similarly O"T\0'(JF')-r-O'6/O'6

consists of all v[Ylt F2, Yu Y2]+D'\ vEJ- Thus *([*,, X,, Xu Xi])

■ ± [Ki, F2, Flf F2] mod O'6. Let f^-XaF^XáF, mod O'2, Í-1, 2. We

have i([Xi, Xi, Xi, Xi])= ZXk.Xíí^i, ,[ F,„ F,2, F,-3, F,J mod O'6. Using
the identities [X{, Xy]+[.Yy, X{]=0 and [X;, ATy, Z4]+[Xy, Xk, X{]

+ [Xk, Xt, Xj] = 0 we obtain ¡r([Xu X2, Xlt Xi])=A\2n[Yi, F2, Yu Fx]

+ 2AXnX12[F1, F2, Fi, FíI+AXíIFl F2, F2, F2] mod O'6, where A=X„X22

-Xi2X2i. Thus + [Ylt Y2, Fi, F2] = A(X?1[Fi, F2, FI( Fx]+2XnX12[F1, F2, Fi, F2]

+X?2[Fi,  Y2,  Y2,  Yt]). It is easy to verify that

[Yu Yi, Yi, F,],        [7U Yt, Yh F2],        [Yu F2, F2, F2]

are linearly independent. According to the above equality, it is necessary that

Aj¿0, Xii = 0, Xi2 = 0. However, Xn = 0 and Xi2 = 0 lead to the contradiction

A = 0. Hence our assertion is proved.

6. F-presentations. We shall strengthen the conception of isomorphism

as follows: Let F be a fixed group. Consider pairs (G, a0), where G is a group,

and a0: G—>B is a homomorphism. (G, ao) and (G', aó) are said to be F-iso-

morphic, (G, a0)~B(G', aó), if there is an isomorphism-onto p: G=G' with

aó p = a0. Since (G, a0)=B(G', a0') implies G=G', F-isomorphism is in a sense

stronger than isomorphism. The definition of F-isomorphism includes iso-

morphism as a particular case by taking as B the trivial group {e\.

A F-presentation is a triple {F/R, a}, where F is a normal subgroup of a

free group F, and a: F—+B is a homomorphism with a kernel containing R.

By a F-presentation homomorphism a: {F/R, a)^>{F'/R', a'}, we mean

a presentation homomorphism a: {F/R)^>{F'/R'\ with a'a = a. If, in addi-
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tion, o- is a presentation isomorphism, then a is called a F-presentation iso-

morphism. A F-presentation homomorphism t: {F/R, «}—>{F'/F', a'} is

said to be equivalent to o~, if c and r, taken as presentation homomorphisms,

are equivalent, i.e. a and r induce the same homomorphism F/R—*F''/R'.

Lemma 5. Let {F/R, a\ and {F'/R', a'} be B-presentations, and aa: F/R

—>B, a¿ : F'/R'—*B, the homomorphisms induced by a and a', respectively.

Given a homomorphism p: F/R—*F'/R', aóp = ao, we can always construct

a: {F/R, a}—>{F'/R', a'} such that p is induced by a.

Proof. According to Lemma 3, p is induced by a presentation homo-

morphism o-: {F/R}-*{F'/R'\. a'o-(u)=aó [o(u)-R]=aóp(uR)=ao(uR)

= a(u), uEF. Hence a is a F-presentation homomorphism.

Two F-presentations {F/R, a} and {F'/R', a'} are isomorphic: {F/R, a}

Si{F'/R', a'}, if and only if there is an isomorphism p: F/RSiF'/R' with

OJo' p = oto.

The theory of F-presentations also includes the theory of presentations as

a special case by taking as F the trivial group {e ).

We shall give a motivation of the conception of F-isomorphism. An

ordered and oriented «-link L=LX\J ■ ■ ■ \JL„ is the union of n disjoint,

oriented, simple closed curves in euclidean 3-space E. Each L, is called the

*"th component. Let L'=L{\J • • • UFn' be another ordered and oriented

«-link. Then L and L' are said to be equivalent if there is a homeomorphism

X' E—>£ such that the ith component of L is mapped by x onto the ¿th

component of L' with orientation preserved. Let G = wi(E — L) and G'

= wi(E — L') be the groups of the links L and L' respectively, and let F be a

free abelian group with basis [tu t2, • ■ ■ , t„}. x induces an isomorphism

p: G—*G'. For each uEG, denote by X<(m) the linking number of Z,,- with a

closed path representing u. Then a0: G—>B defined by a0(u)=tYu) ■ ■ ■ ¿n"(a)

is a homomorphism-onto with [G, G] as kernel. Similarly, define aó : G'—*B.

Thus (G, ot0)=s(G', aó), and the equivalence of two ordered and oriented

links implies a F-isomorphism of their groups.

7. Application of free differentiation of Fox in F-presentation theory.

Let J" be a ring with unit element, and F a free group with free generators

Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm. R. H. Fox has defined [4] operations d/dx¡ in JF as follows:

Let w = aoxJa\ ■ • ■ xfa*, e¿= ±1, be a word, where a0, - • • , ak are words

not involving x¡. Then du/dx¡= Z*=i e¿M», Ui = aoxJai ■ ■ •ai^ix(j'i~1)l2. Each

operation d/dx¡ is then extended to the group ring JF by linearity. Let

o: JF—+J he coefficient homomorphism as defined in §1. The identity

,_   du
u = o(u) + ¿_, -(xi -I), u E JF,

dxi

holds. It is not hard to verify that Z^O^»-1) = 0, vfEJF, implies v, = 0.

Thus the above identity is unique, i.e., for any uEJF,
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u = o(«) + Z üÁxi — I)

implies üi = du/dxi. Furthermore

_ r / du \     „    d2u i
« = oiu) + Y,\ol — )+  Z-(«,- 1)    (*<- 1)

L   \dxi/ dXjdXi J

r^    / du\ ^      d2u
= o(«) +  Z«   -}(*i- 1) + Z -(*i- !)(*< - 1).

\dXi/ dXjdXi

In general we have

ÇÎ _     /        3%        \
m = o(m) + Z Z o I-— ) (*i, - 1) • ; • (*;t - 1)

*=i \oXii ■ ■ ■ dXiJ

+ Z-r— (*'. -!)•■• (*<, - l).
dZj,  • • • OXi

1 v

and the expansion is unique. The Magnus homomorphism <£: JF—»A may be

explicitly given by

v-    /        9pu        \
(2)       </>(«) = o(u) + ■■■ + Z »-)*,. ■■■ Xiv+ ■■■ .

\dxit ■ • • dxij

Let O be the fundamental ideal of JF and thus the kernel of o: JF—>J.

It follows that O=0-1(O). Therefore 0"C<7>_1(Oi)- Due to (1) and (2),

mG0_1(O") implies

dpu
« = Z -—~—— (*m - i) • •. • (xi, - I)

which belongs to O. We have Op = (p~l(Dp). Hence each uEO" may be

uniquely expressed as u= Z^ñ" •<»(*<!— 1) ' ' '  (xiP~l), Uii--ipEJF, and

0P is a left vector space over JF with all (xil — l) ■ ■ • (xip—l) as basis.

For 0P we construct a vector space [0p]b which consists of the totality

of forms Z0¿i"¿pA7i • • • Xip, biv..ipEJB, of degree p in noncommutative

indeterminants X\, ' • * > -X« over the ring JF.

To a F-presentation [F/R, a}, there is associated a linear mapping

otp: O—>[0].b with ap(u)= Z«(dp«/d*¿i ■ ■ ■ dxip)Xh ■ ■ ■ Xip, uEOp. If a
is onto, so is ap. ap is called the pth linear mapping induced by a.

Let [F'/R', a'} he another F-presentation, where F' has free generators

yi, • • • , y„. Denote 0' the fundamental ideal of JF' and by ap' : 0'P^>[0'P]B

the pth linear mapping induced by at', cr: {F/R, a}^>{F' /R', a'} is a F-pres-

entation homomorphism and is extended to a: JF^>JF'. For the extended

homomorphism a: JF-^JB, a': JF'—*JB', it is again true that a'a = a. The

linear mapping

3V Nj-»[0'']<
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defined  by afp(Xil ■ • ■ Xip) =otp'o-((xil — 1) • • • ixip— 1))  is called   the pth

linear mapping induced by or. For any uEOp,

vpap(u) = à A Za(--~—) ^«'i - ' - XiP)
\ \dxh ■ ■ ■ OXiJ /

^     /        opu        \
= Z « (-:— ) op(xh ■ ■ ■ xip)

\dxil ■ ■ ■ dxij

v-        / d"u        \   '
=   Z  a'a\--1—) «Pff((*M  -   1)   •   •   •   (Xip -   1)).

\öXi, ■ ■ ■ dXiJ

Since <r((ac,—1) • • • (xip-l))EO'p,

ñpctp(u) = a'p[ Z<M~-:—W(*h - 1) • • • (xip - 1)))
\ Vox,, • ■ • dxip/ /

= apo-(u).

Consequently, dpap = a¿c.

The following theorem is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.

Theorem 4. Let 3Dî/9c be a quotient ring invariant, and o: {F/R, a]

—» {F'/R', a'} a B-presentation homomorphism. Then there is a homomorphism

^ ap(op n ü»(f, f))    «'„(o'» n aic(F, f'))

ff*" «p«?* n 5R(f, F)) ~* «'„(íy n 9KF, f'))

induced by crp: [Op]B—>[0'p]b such that o* does not change when o is replaced by

an equivalent B-presentation homomorphism.

Corollary 1. If o is a B-presentation isomorphism, then S* is an iso-

morphism-onto.

Corollary 2. If a is a B-presentation isomorphism, and a is onto, then

[0"}B/aPiO" n (F - 1),) SÉ [0'p]B/aPiO'pr\iR' - IV).

Proof. Take m/'ñ = JF/iR-l)F. Then aPiOpr\JF)=aPiOp)=[0»]B.

The JF-module aPiOpr\W)/aPiOpr\yi) is, so to speak, an algebraic in-

variant for F-presentations. We do not intend to give explicit definitions

of such kind.

We shall consider those F-presentations {F/R, a} such that a is onto,

and F is a cyclic group. Furthermore take as J a field. Then JB is a principal

ideal ring.

Suppose that F has xu ■ ■ ■ , xm as free generators. [Op]B is then a vector

space with all Xh • ■ ■ Xip as basis over JB. [Op]B/ap(iR —1)^0') is char-

acterized by its elementary divisors.
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In particular, let p = l and let F be generated by a finite number of ele-

ments T\, • • • , rk. Then (F— l)FP\0= (F — l)F is an ideal generated by all

ri — 1 = Z (9ri/dxj)(xj — 1).

ai(r,— l)= 2^,ce(dri/dxj)Xj. For any aEJF, it follows from a(ri—l)

= 2^a(dri/dXj)(Xj—l) that

ai(a(n — 1)) = a(a)-ai(n - 1).

On the other hand

ai((r, — I)a) = «i[Z (d(/¿ - l)/dxro(a) + (ri - l)da/dx,)(xj — l)\

= o(a) ■ Z a(dn/dXj)Xj = o(a)ai(ri — 1).

Thus ai((R—l)F), as a vector space, is generated by all ^ff^j/fe;)!,-.

Then column deficiency of the matrix ||a(3rf/3xy)|| is the Betti number of

[0]s/ai((R — l)F), and the elementary divisors of the matrix, which are neither

zero nor units, are the torsion numbers of [0]B/ai((R — l)F). If two F-pres-

entations are isomorphic, then the Betti numbers must be identical and each

corresponding pair of the torsion numbers only differ up to a unit in JB.

In the case that B is infinite cyclic, the product of all torsion numbers is

a polynomial in a generator of F with coefficients in the field J. This poly-

nomial differs from the Alexander polynomial [l ; 8] only by the coefficient

domain. The latter has integral coefficients. The computation of the torsion

numbers and the Alexander polynomial by using the Jacobian matrix

\a(dri/dxj)\ is due to R. H. Fox [4].

Remark. Theorem 4 and its corollaries will remain true if the inde-

terminates X\, • • • , Xm are commutative for each [0p]b- The new [Op]B

will consist of all forms 2^2°H---iPXh ' ' ' xiP< where bij^.-.^EJB and

Xh • • • Xip = Xh ■ ■ ■ Xjp for any permutation (ju • • • , jp) of (iu • • • , iP).

Example. Let G be a group defined by two generators xu x2 and two

relations x\=l, XiX2xx = x2xix2, and let G' be a group defined by two generators

yi, y2 and two relations y4=l, y2[yi_1, yï1]— [yu Vi]yi- We shall show that G

and G' are not isomorphic.

Let F be the free group with free generators Xi, x2, and F the normal

subgroup generated by x\ and r = XiXiXi(x2XiXi)~l. Let F' be the free group

with free generators yx, y2, and F' the normal subgroup generated by y\

and r' = y2[yî\ y2l]([yi, yi]yi)~l- Then G = F/R and G' = F'/R'.

Let F be a cyclic group of order 4 and consist of elements 1, /, t2, t3. Ob-

serve that both G/[G, G] and G'/[G', G'] are cyclic of order 4, and an iso-

morphism-onto p: GSiG' would induce G/[G, G]SiG'/[G', G'j. Define by

oto': G'—*B the homomorphism-onto such that aó (yiR')-t, and [G', G'] is

the kernel. Then (G, aÓp)SiB(G', aó). aóp: G->B has [G, G] as its kernel.

There are only two possible homomorphisms which can be aóp, namely:
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(1) a0:G^B    with    ao(xiF) = /,

(2) ß0:G->B   with    ßo(xiR) = t3.

Consequently GSiG' implies either (G, a0)=s(G', aó) or (G, ß0)SiB(G', aó).

Define homomorphisms a: F—>B with kernel R-[F,  F] and ot(xi)=/;

ß : F-+B with kernel F • [F, F] and ß(xi) = í3; or' : /'"-►S with kernel F' • [F, F' ]

and a'(yi) =t. Then G=G' would imply either

{F/R, a] Si {F'/R', a'} or [F/R, ß} Si {F'/R', a'}.

We take as J the field of all integers modulo 3. By straightforward com-

putation, we find the torsion numbers of

(1) [0]b/c*i((R - l)F),

(2) [0]B/ßi((R - l)F),

(3) [0']B/ai((R' - l)F,),

respectively as follows:

(1) l+t + l2 + t3, 1 + t;

(2) 1 + I + t2 + t3, 1+ t;

(3) l + t+t2 + t3, 1 + t2;

1 +t2 is not divisible by 1 +/ in JB. Hence G and G' are not isomorphic.
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